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Syllabus: UNIT-III  

Introduction to Micro controllers, Architecture of 8051, Registers, Pin Description, 

Connections, Input and Output Ports, Memory Organization, Addressing Modes, Counters & 

Timers, Serial data Communication. 

 INTRODUCTION:  

 A decade back the process and control operations were totally implemented by the 

Microprocessors only. But now a day the situation is totally changed and it is occupied by the 

new devices called Microcontroller.  

 This microcontroller changed the embedded system design so simple and advanced that the 

embedded market has become one of the most sought after for not only entrepreneurs but for 

design engineers also. 

With this summary Microcontrollers are,   

A single chip computer or A CPU with all the peripherals like RAM, ROM, I/O Ports, Timers, 

ADCs etc... on the same chip. For ex: Motorola’s 6811, Intel’s 8051, Zilog’s Z8 and PIC 

16X etc…  So microcontroller is also known as MICROCOMPUTER 

 

MICROCONTROLLERS VS MICROPROCESSORS 

Microprocessor: 

A CPU built into a single VLSI chip is called a microprocessor. It is a general-purpose device 

and additional external circuitry is added to make it a microcomputer. The microprocessor 

contains arithmetic and logic unit (ALU), Instruction decoder and control unit, Instruction 

register, Program counter (PC), clock circuit (internal or external), reset circuit (internal or 

external) and registers. But the microprocessor has no on chip I/O Ports, Timers, Memory etc. 

For example, Intel 8085 is an 8-bit microprocessor and Intel 8086/8088 a 16-bit 

microprocessor. The block diagram of the Microprocessor is shown in Fig. 
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MICROCONTROLLER: 

A microcontroller is a highly integrated single chip, which consists of on chip CPU (Central 

Processing Unit), RAM (Random Access Memory), EPROM/PROM/ROM (Erasable 

Programmable Read Only Memory), I/O (input/output) – serial and parallel, timers, interrupt 

controller. For example, Intel 8051 is 8-bit microcontroller and Intel 8096 is 16-bit 

microcontroller. The block diagram of Microcontroller is shown in Fig. 

 

Distinguish between Microprocessor and Microcontroller 

 

       Microprocessor      Microcontroller 
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EVOLUTION OF MICROCONTROLLERS: 

The first microcontroller TMS1000 was introduced by Texas Instruments in the year 1974. In 

the year 1976, Motorola designed a Microprocessor chip called 6801 which replaced its earlier 

chip 6800 with certain add-on chips to make a computer. This paved the way for the new 

revolution in the history of chip design and gave birth to a new entity called “Microcontroller”. 

Later the Intel company produced its first Microcontroller 8048 with a CPU and 1K bytes of 

EPROM, 64 Bytes of RAM an 8-Bit Timer and 27 I/O pins in 1976. Then followed the most 

popular controller 8051 in the year 1980 with 4K bytes of ROM, 128 Bytes of RAM, a serial 

port, two 16-bit Timers, and 32 I/O pins. The 8051 family has many additions and 

improvements over the years and remains a most acclaimed tool for today’s circuit designers. 

INTEL introduced a 16 bit microcontroller 8096 in the year 1982. Later INTEL introduced 

80c196 series of 16-bit Microcontrollers for mainly industrial applications. Microchip, another 

company has introduced an 8-bit Microcontroller PIC 16C64 in the year 1985.The 32-bit 

microcontrollers have been developed by IBM and Motorola. MPC 505 is a 32-bit RISC 

controller of Motorola. The 403 GA is a 32 -bit RISC embedded controller of IBM. 
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In recent times ARM Company (Advanced RISC machines) has developed and introduced 32 

bit controllers for high-end application devices like mobiles, Ipods etc... 

TYPES OF MICROCONTROLLERS: 

Microcontrollers can be classified on the basis of internal bus width, architecture, memory and 

instruction set as 4-bit, 8-bit,16-bit and 32-bit microcontrollers. 

4-bit Microcontrollers: 

These 4-bit microcontrollers are small size, minimum pin count and low cost controllers which 

are widely used for low end applications like LED & LCD display drivers, portable battery 

chargers etc.. Their power consumption is also low. The popular 4-bit controllers are Renasa 

M34501 which is a 20 pin DIP chip with 4kB of ROM, 256 Bytes of RAM,2-Counters and 14 

I/O Pins. Similarly ATAM862 series from ATMEL. 

8-bit Microcontrollers: 

These are the most popular and widely used microcontrollers .About 55% of all CPUs sold in 

the world are 8-bit microcontrollers only. The 8-bit microcontroller has 8-bitinternal bus and 

the ALU performs all the arithmetic and logical operations on a byte instruction. The well 

known 8-bit microcontroller is 8051 which was designed by Intel in the year 1980 for the use 

in embedded systems. Other 8-bit microcontrollers are Intel 8031/8052 and Motorola 

MC68HC11 and AVR Microcontrollers, Microchip’s PIC Microcontrollers 12C5XX ,16C5X 

and 16C505 etc... 

16-bit Microcontrollers: 

When the microcontroller performs 16-bit arithmetic and logical operations at an instruction, 

the microcontroller is said to be a 16-bit microcontroller. The internal bus width of 16-bit 

microcontroller is of 16-bit. These microcontrollers are having increased memory size and 

speed of operation when compared to 8-bit microcontrollers. These are most suitable for 

programming in High level languages like C or C++ .They find applications in disk drivers, 

modems, printers, scanners and servomotor control. Examples of 16-bit microcontrollers are 

Intel 8096 family and Motorola MC68HC12 and MC68332 families, the performance and 

computing capability of 16 bit microcontrollers are enhanced with greater precision as 

compared to the 8-bit microcontrollers. 

32-Bit Microcontrollers: 

These microcontrollers used in high end applications like Automotive control, Communication 

networks, Robotics, Cell phones ,GPRS & PDAs etc..For EX: PIC32, ARM 7, ARM9, SHARP 

LH79520, ATMEL 32 (AVR), Texas Instrument’s –. TMS320F2802x/2803x etc.. are some of 

the popular 32-bit microcontrollers. 
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INTEL 8051 MICRCONTROLLER: 

The 8051 microcontroller is a very popular 8-bit microcontroller introduced by Intel in the year 

1981 and it has become almost the academic standard now a days. The 8051 is based on an 8-

bit CISC core with Harvard architecture. Its 8-bit architecture is optimized for control 

applications with extensive Boolean processing. It is available as a 40-pin DIP chip and works 

at +5 Volts DC. 

The salient features of 8051 Microcontroller are 

i. 4 KB on chip program memory (ROM or EPROM)). 

ii. 128 bytes on chip data memory(RAM). 

iii. 8-bit data bus 

iv. 16-bit address bus 

v. 32 general purpose registers each of 8 bits 

vi. Two -16 bit timers T0 and T1 

vii. Five Interrupts (3 internal and 2 external). 

ix. Four Parallel ports each of 8-bits (PORT0, PORT1, PORT2, PORT3) with a total of 32 I/O 

lines. 

x. One 16-bit program counter and One 16-bit DPTR (data pointer) 

xi. One 8-bit stack pointer 

xii. One Microsecond instruction cycle with 12 MHz Crystal. 

xiii. One full duplex serial communication port. 

 

INTERNAL ARCHITECTURE 

 

Central Processor Unit (CPU) 

As we know that the CPU is the brain of any processing device of the microcontroller. It 

monitors and controls all operations that are performed on the Microcontroller units. The User 

has no control over the work of the CPU directly. It reads program written in ROM memory 

and executes them and do the expected task of that application. 

 

Interrupts 

As its name suggests, Interrupt is a subroutine call that interrupts of the microcontrollers main 

operations or work and causes it to execute any other program, which is more important at the 

time of operation. The feature of Interrupt is very useful as it helps in case of emergency 

operations. An Interrupts gives us a mechanism to put on hold the ongoing operations, execute 

a subroutine and then again resumes to another type of operations. 

 

The Microcontroller 8051 can be configured in such a way that it temporarily terminates or 

pause the main program at the occurrence of interrupts. When a subroutine is completed, Then 

the execution of main program starts. Generally five interrupt sources are there in 8051 

Microcontroller. There are 5 vectored interrupts are shown in below 

INT0 

TFO 

INT1 

TF1 

R1/T1 
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Out of these,  (INT0) ̅ and (INT1) ̅ are external interrupts that could be negative edge triggered 

or low level triggered. When All these interrupts are activated, set the corresponding flags 

except for serial interrupt. The interrupt flags are cleared when the processor branches to the 

interrupt service routine (ISR). The external interrupt flags are cleared when the processor 

branches to the interrupt service routine, provides the interrupt is a negative edge triggered 

whereas the timers and serial port interrupts two of them are external interrupts, two of them 

are timer interrupts and one serial port interrupt terminal in general. 

 

 
Figure: Internal architecture Of 8051 Microcontroller 
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Memory 

Microcontroller requires a program which is a collection of instructions. This program tells 

microcontroller to do specific tasks. These programs require a memory on which these can be 

saved and read by Microcontroller to perform specific operations of a particular task. The 

memory which is used to store the program of the microcontroller is known as code memory 

or Program memory of applications. It is known as ROM memory of  microcontroller also 

requires a memory to store data or operands temporarily of the micro controller. The data 

memory of the 8051 is used to store data temporarily for operation is known RAM memory. 

8051 microcontroller  has 4K of code memory or program memory,that  has 4KB ROM and 

also 128 bytes of data memory of RAM. 

 

BUS 

Basically Bus is a collection of wires which work as a communication channel or medium for 

transfer of Data. These buses consists of 8, 16 or more wires of the microcontroller. Thus, these 

can carry 8 bits,16 bits simultaneously. Hire two types of buses that are shown in below 

• Address Bus 

• Data Bus 

 

Address Bus: Microcontroller 8051 has a 16 bit address bus for transferring the data. It is used 

to address memory locations and to transfer the address from CPU to Memory of the 

microcontroller. It has  four addressing modes that are 

• Immediate addressing modes. 

• Bank address (or) Register addressing mode. 

• Direct Addressing mode. 

• Register indirect addressing mode. 

 

Data Bus: Microcontroller 8051 has 8 bits of  the data bus, which is used to carry data of 

particular applications. 

 

Oscillator 

Generally, we know that the microcontroller is a device, therefore it requires clock pulses for 

its operation of microcontroller applications. For this purpose, microcontroller 8051 has an on-

chip oscillator which works as a clock source for Central Processing Unit of the 

microcontroller. The output pulses of oscillator are stable. Therefore, it enables synchronized 

work of all parts of the 8051 Microcontroller. 

 

Input/Output Port 

Normally microcontroller is used in embedded systems to control the operation of machines in 

the microcontroller. Therefore, to connect it to other machines, devices or peripherals we 

require I/O interfacing ports in  the microcontroller interface. For this purpose microcontroller 

8051 has 4 input, output ports to connect it to the other peripherals. 

 

Timers/Counters 

8051 microcontroller has two 16 bit timers and counters. These counters are again divided into 

a 8 bit register. The timers are used for measurement of intervals to determine the pulse width 

of pulses. 
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REGISTERS: 
 

Register is a main part in the microcontrollers and processors that provide a fast way to collect 

and store data. If we want to manipulate data with a controller or processor by performing 

addition, subtraction, and so on, we cannot do that directly in the memory, but it needs registers 

to process and store the data. Microcontrollers contain several types of registers that can be 

classified according to their content or instructions that operate in them. 

 

A register is a small place in a CPU that can store small amounts of the data used for performing 

various operations such as addition and multiplication and loads the resulting data on main 

memory. Registers contain the address of the memory location where the data is to be stored. 

The size of the register is very important for modern controllers. For instance, for a 64-bit 

register, a CPU tries to add two 32-bit numbers and gives a 64-bit result. 

 

Types of Registers 

The 8051 microcontroller contains mainly two types of registers: 

• General purpose registers (Byte addressable registers) 

• Special function registers (Bit addressable registers) 

 

 
 

The 8051 version A microcontroller consists of 256 bytes of RAM memory, which is divided 

into two ways, such as 128 bytes for general purpose and 128 bytes for special function 

registers (SFR) memory. The memory which is used for general purpose is called as RAM 

memory, and the memory used for SFR contains all the peripheral related registers like 

Accumulator, ‘B’ register, Timers or Counters, and interrupt related registers. 
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General Purpose Registers 

 

 
 

The general purpose memory is called as the RAM memory of the 8051 microcontroller, which 

is divided into 3 areas such as banks, bit-addressable area, and scratch-pad area. The banks 

contain different general purpose registers such as R0-R7, and all such registers are byte-

addressable registers that store or remove only 1-byte of data. 

 

Banks and Registers 

The B0, B1, B2, and B3 stand for banks and each bank contains eight general purpose registers 

ranging from ‘R0’ to ‘R7’. All these registers are byte-addressable registers. Data transfer 

between general purpose registers to general purpose registers is not possible. These banks are 

selected by the Program Status Word (PSW) register. 

 

 
 

PSW (Program Status Word) Register 

The PSW register is a bit and byte-addressable register. This register reflects the status of the 

operation that is carried out in the controller. The PSW register determines bank selection by 
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a RS1 and RS0, as shown below. The physical address of the PSW starts from D0h and the 

individual bits are accessed with D0h to D7h. 

 

 
 

Carry Flag (C): The Address of the Carry flag is D7. This carry flag is affected when the bit 

is generated from the 7th position. 

When C=0 carry resets 

C=1 carry sets 

 
Auxillary Flag(AC): The address of the auxiliary carry is D5. This auxiliary carry is affected 

when a bit is generated from the 3rd position to the 4th position. 

AC=0 auxiliary is reset 

AC=1 auxiliary is set 

 
 

Overflow Flag (OV): The address of the overflow flag is D2. When a bit is generated from 

the 6th position to the 7th position, then the overflow flag is affected. 

OV=0 overflow flag resets 

OV=1 overflow flag sets 

 
Parity Flag (P): The address of the parity flag is D0. While performing arithmetic operations, 

if the result is 1, then the parity flag is set – otherwise reset. 

 

RS1 and RS0 

The RS1 and RS0, the bits in PSW register, are used to select different memory location 

(bank0 to bank4) in the RAM memory. 
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Special Function Registers (SFR) 

Special function registers are upper RAM memory in the 8051 microcontroller. These registers 

contain all peripheral related registers like P0, P1, P2, P3, timers or counters, serial port and 

interrupts-related registers. The SFR memory address starts from 80h to FFh. The SFR register 

is implemented by bit-address registers and byte-address registers. 

 

 
The accumulator, B register, Po, P1, P2, P3, IE registers are bit-addressable register remaining 

all are byte-addressable registers. 

 

Accumulator: The accumulator which is also known as ACC or A is a bit as well as a byte-

addressable register by an address of the accumulator. If you want to use a bit-addressable 

register, you can use a single bit (E0) of the register and you can use an 8-bit of the accumulator 

as a byte-addressable register. The accumulator holds the results of most Arithmetic and logical 

operations. 
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B-Register: The B-register is a bit and byte-addressable register. You can access 1-bit or all 8-

bits by a physical address F0h. Suppose to access a bit 1, we have to use f1. The B register is 

only used for multiplication and division operations. 

 

Port Registers: The 8051 microcontroller consists of 4-input and output ports (P0, P1, P2, and 

P3) or 32-I/O pins. Each pin is designed with a transistor and P registers. The pin configuration 

is very important for a microcontroller that depends on the logic states of the registers. The pin 

configuration as input given by 1 or output 0 depends on the logic states. If logic 1 is applied 

to the bit of the P register, the output transistor switches off the appropriate pin that acts as an 

input pin. 

 

Counters and registers: Many microcontrollers consist of one or more timers and counters. The 

timers are used to generate precious time delay and the source for the timers is crystal oscillator. 

The counters are used to count the number of external events – for instance, the objective 

counter , and the source for counters are external pulses applied across the counter pin. 

 

The 8051 microcontroller consists of two 16-bit timers and counters such as timer 0 and timer 

1. Both the timers consist of a 16-bit register in which the lower byte is stored in the TL and 

the higher byte is stored in the TH. The Timer can be used as a counter as well as for timing 

operation that depends on the source of the clock pulses to the counters. 

 

The Counters and Timers in 8051 microcontrollers contain two special function registers: 

TMOD (Timer Mode Register) and TCON (Timer Control Register), which are used for 

activating and configuring timers and counters. 

 

Types of Shift Register: Shift registers are a type of sequential logic circuits that are mainly 

used for storage of digital data. The shift registers are bit-addressable registers that store only 

one bit of data. The shift registers are constructed with flip-flops – a group of flip-flops 

connected as a chain so that the output from one flip-flop becomes the input of the next flip-

flop. 

 

All the flip-flops are driven by the clock signals that are implemented by the D-flip-flap. The 

shift registers are mainly used for serial communication. 

 

These are classified into 4- types: 

 

Serial in Serial out (SISO) 

Serial in Parallel out (SIPO) 

Parallel in Serial out (PISO) 

Parallel in Parallel out (PIPO) 
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PIN DIAGRAM OF 8051: 

 
The 8051 microcontroller is available as a 40 pin DIP chip and it works at +5 volts DC. 

• VCC → 5V supply 

• VSS → GND 

• XTAL2/XTALI are for oscillator input 

• Port 0 – 32 to 39 – AD0/AD7 and P0.0 to P0.7 

• Port 1 – 1 to 8 – P1.0 to P1.7 

• Port 2 – 21 to 28 – P2.0 to P2.7 and A 8 to A15 

• Port 3 – 10 to 17 – P3.0 to P3.7 

• P 3.0 – RXD – Serial data input – SBUF 

• P 3.1 – TXD – Serial data output – SBUF 

• P 3.2 – INT0 – External interrupt 0 – TCON 0.1 

• P 3.3 – INT1 – External interrupt 1 – TCON 0.3 

• P 3.4 – T0 – External timer 0 input – TMOD 
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XTAL1, XTAL2: 

These two pins are connected to Quartz crystal oscillator which runs the on-chip oscillator. The 

quartz crystal oscillator is connected to the two pins along with a capacitor of 30pF as shown 

in the circuit. If we use a source other than the crystal oscillator, it will be connected to XTAL1 

and XTAL2 is left unconnected. 

 
 

P0.0- P0.7(AD0-AD7) : The port 0 pins multiplexed with Address/data pins .If the 

microcontroller is accessing external memory these pins will act as address/data pins otherwise 

they are used for Port 0 pins. 

P2.0- P2.7(A8-A15) : The port2 pins are multiplexed with the higher order address pins .When 

the microcontroller is accessing external memory these pins provide the higher order address 

byte otherwise they act as Port 2 pins. 

P1.0- P1.7: These 8-pins are dedicated for Port1 to perform input or output port operations. 

P3.0- P3.7: These 8-pins are meant for Port3 operations and also for some control operations 

like Read, Write, Timer0, Timer1, INT0, INT1, RxD and TxD. 

RST: The RESET pin is an input pin and it is an active high pin. When a high pulse is applied 

to this pin the microcontroller will reset and terminate all activities. Upon reset all the registers 

except PC will reset to 0000 Value and PC register will reset to 0007 value. 

EA(External Access): This pin is an active low pin. This pin is connected to ground when 

microcontroller is accessing the program code stored in the external memory and connected to 

Vcc when it is accessing the program code in the on chip memory. This pin should not be left 

unconnected. 

PSEN(Program Store Enable): This is an output pin which is active low. When the 

microcontroller is accessing the program code stored in the external ROM, this pin is connected 

to the OE (Output Enable) pin of the ROM. 

ALE (Address latch enable): This is an output pin, which is active high. When connected to 

external memory , port 0 provides both address and data i.e address and data are multiplexed 

through port 0 .This ALE pin will demultiplex the address and data bus .When the pin is High 

, the AD bus will act as address bus otherwise the AD bus will act as Data bus. 
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8051 Input & Output ports: 

There are four ports P0, P1, P2  and  P3 each  use  8 pins,  making  them 8-bit  ports. All the 

ports upon  RESET are configured as output, ready to be used as output ports. To use any of 

these ports as an input port, it must be programmed. 

Each port of 8051 has bidirectional capability. Port 0 is called 'true bidirectional port' as it floats 

(tristated) when configured as input. Port-1, 2, 3 are called 'quasi bidirectional port'. 

 

Port-0  Pin Structure: 

Port -0 has 8 pins (P0.0-P0.7). Port 0 occupies a total of 8 pins (pins 32-39) .It can be used for 

input or output. To use the pins of port 0 as both input and output ports, each pin must be 

connected externally to a 10K ohm pull-up resistor. This is due to the fact that P0 is an open 

drain, unlike P1, P2, and P3.Open drain  is a term used for MOS chips in the same way that 

open collector is used for TTL chips. With external pull-up resistors connected upon reset, port 

0 is configured as an output port 

 

Port 0 as Input : With resistors connected to port 0, in order to make it an input, the port must 

be programmed by writing 1 to all the bits. In the following code, port 0 is configured first as 

an input port by writing 1’s to it, and then data is received from the port and sent to P1. 

 

Dual role of port 0: Port 0 is also designated as AD0-AD7, allowing it to be used for both 

address and data. When connecting an 8051/31 to an external memory, port 0 provides both 

address and data. The 8051 multiplexes address and data through port 0 to save pins. ALE 

indicates if P0 has address or data. When ALE = 0, it provides data D0-D7, but when ALE =1 

it has address and data with the help of a 74LS373 latch. 
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The structure of a Port-0 pin is shown in figure 

 
Port-0 can be configured as a normal bidirectional I/O port or it can be used for address/data 

interfacing for accessing external memory. When control is '1', the port is used for address/data 

interfacing. When the control is '0', the port can be used as a normal bidirectional I/O port. 

 

Let us assume that control is '0'. When the port is used as an input port, '1' is written to the 

latch. In this situation both the output MOSFETs are 'off'. Hence the output pin floats. This 

high impedance pin can be pulled up or low by an external source. When the port is used as an 

output port, a '1' written to the latch again turns 'off' both the output MOSFETs and causes the 

output pin to float. An external pull-up is required to output a '1'. But when '0' is written to the 

latch, the pin is pulled down by the lower MOSFET. Hence the output becomes zero. 

 

When the control is '1', address/data bus controls the output driver MOSFETs. If the 

address/data bus (internal) is '0', the upper MOSFET is 'off' and the lower MOSFET is 'on'. The 

output becomes '0'. If the address/data bus is '1', the upper transistor is 'on' and the lower 

transistor is 'off'. Hence the output is '1'. Hence for normal address/data interfacing (for external 

memory access) no pull-up resistors are required. Port-0 latch is written to with 1's when used 

for external memory access. 

 

Port-1  Pin Structure 

 

Port 1: Port-1 has 8 pins (P1.1-P1.7) ,Port 1 occupies a total of 8 pins (pins 1 through 8). It can 

be used as input or output. In contrast to port 0, this port does not need any pull-up resistors 

since it already has pull-up resistors internally. Upon reset, Port 1 is configured as an output 

port. 

 

Port-1 does not have any alternate function i.e. it is dedicated solely for I/O interfacing. When 

used as output port, the pin is pulled up or down through internal pull-up. To use port-1 as input 

port, '1' has to be written to the latch. In this input mode when '1' is written to the pin by the 

external device then it read fine. But when '0' is written to the pin by the external device then 
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the external source must sink current due to internal pull-up. If the external device is not able 

to sink the current the pin voltage may rise, leading to a possible wrong reading. 

 

Port 1 as input: To make port1 an input port, it must programmed as such by writing 1 to all its 

bits. 

 

The structure of a port-1 pin is shown in fig 

 
 

PORT 2  Pin Structure 

 

Port-2 has 8-pins (P2.0-P2.7) . Port 2 occupies a total of 8 pins (pins 21- 28). It can be used as 

input or output. Just like P1, P2 does not need any pull-up resistors since it already has pull-up 

resistors internally. Upon reset, Port 2 is configured as an output port. 

 

Port-2 is used for higher external address byte or a normal input/output port. The I/O operation 

is similar to Port-1. Port-2 latch remains stable when Port-2 pin are used for external memory 

access. Here again due to internal pull-up there is limited current driving capability. 

 

Port 2 as input : To make port 2 an input, it must programmed as such by writing 1 to all its 

bits 

 

Dual role of port 2 : As shown in pin configuration 8051, port 2 is also designed as A8-A15, 

indicating the dual function. Since an 8031 is capable of accessing 64K bytes of external 

memory, it needs a path for the 16 bits of the address. While P0 provides the lower 8 bits via 

A0-A7, it is the job of P2 to provide bits A8-A15 of the address.  

 

The structure of a port-2 pin is shown in fig. 
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PORT 3 Pin Structure 

 

Port-3 has 8 pin (P3.0-P3.7) . Port-3 pins have alternate functions. Port 3 occupies a total of 8 

pins, pins 10 through 17. It can be used as input or output. P3 does not need any pull-up 

resistors, the same as P1 and P2 did not. Although port 3 is configured as an output port upon 

reset. Port 3 has the additional function of providing some extremely important signals such as 

interrupts. Each pin of Port-3 can be individually programmed for I/O operation or for alternate 

function. The alternate function can be activated only if the corresponding latch has been 

written to '1'. To use the port as input port, '1' should be written to the latch. This port also has 

internal pull-up and limited current driving capability. 

 

Alternate functions of Port-3 pins are – 

 

 
 

P3.0 and P3.1 are used for the RxD and TxD serial communications signals. Bits P3.2 and P3.3 

are set aside for external interrupts. Bits P3.4 and P3.5 are used for timers 0 and 1. Finally P3.6 

and P3.7 are used to provide the WR and RD signals of external memories connected in 8031 

based systems. 
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Read-modify-write feature : The ports in the 8051 can be accessed by the read-modify-write 

technique. This feature saves many lines of code by combining in a single instruction all three 

action of (1) reading the port, (2) modifying it, and (3) writing to the port. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Memory organization 

When the differences between microprocessor and microcontroller are mentioned in the 

previous tutorial, the main difference can be stated as on-chip memory i.e. a Microcontroller 

has both Program Memory (ROM) and Data Memory (RAM) on the same chip (IC) whereas a 

Microprocessor has to be externally interface with the memory modules. Hence, it is clear that 

the memory is an important part of the 8051 Microcontroller Architecture (for that matter, any 

Microcontroller). So, it is important for us to understand the 8051 Microcontroller Memory 
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Organization i.e. how memory is organized, how the processor accesses each memory and how 

to interface external memory with 8051 Microcontroller. Before going in to the details of the 

8051 Microcontroller Memory Organization, we will first see a little bit about the Computer 

Architecture and then proceed with memory organization.  

Types of Computer Architecture Basically, Microprocessors or Microcontrollers are classified 

based on the two types of Computer Architecture: Von Neumann Architecture and Harvard 

Architecture. 

 

Von Neumann Architecture Von Neumann Architecture or Princeton Architecture is a 

Computer Architecture, where the Program i.e. the Instructions and the Data are stored in a 

single memory. Since the Instruction Memory and the Data Memory are the same, the 

Processor or CPU cannot access both Instructions and Data at the same time as they use a single 

bus. This type of architecture has severe limitations to the performance of the system as it 

creates a bottleneck while accessing the memory. 

 

 
 

Harvard Architecture Harvard Architecture, in contrast to Von Neumann Architecture, uses 

separate memory for Instruction (Program) and Data. Since the Instruction Memory and Data 

Memory are separate in a Harvard Architecture, their signal paths i.e. buses are also different 

and hence, the CPU can access both Instructions and Data at the same time. Almost all 

Microcontrollers, including 8051 Microcontroller implement Harvard Architecture. 
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8051 Microcontroller Memory Organization 

 

The 8051 Microcontroller Memory is separated in Program Memory (ROM) and Data Memory 

(RAM). The Program Memory of the 8051 Microcontroller is used for storing the program to 

be executed i.e. instructions. The Data Memory on the other hand, is used for storing temporary 

variable data and intermediate results.8051 Microcontroller has both Internal ROM and 

Internal RAM. If the internal memory is inadequate, you can add external memory using 

suitable circuits.  

 

Program Memory (ROM) of 8051 Microcontroller 

 

In 8051 Microcontroller, the code or instructions to be executed are stored in the Program 

Memory, which is also called as the ROM of the Microcontroller. The original 8051 

Microcontroller by Intel has 4KB of internal ROM. Some variants of 8051 like the 8031 and 

8032 series doesn’t have any internal ROM (Program Memory) and must be interfaced with 

external Program Memory with instructions loaded in it. 

 

Almost all modern 8051 Microcontrollers, like 8052 Series, have 8KB of Internal Program 

Memory (ROM) in the form of Flash Memory (ROM) and provide the option of 

reprogramming the memory. 

 

 
In case of 4KB of Internal ROM, the address space is 0000H to 0FFFH. If the address space 

i.e. the program addresses exceed this value, then the CPU will automatically fetch the code 

from the external Program Memory. 

 

For this, the External Access Pin (EA Pin) must be pulled HIGH i.e. when the EA Pin is high, 

the CPU first fetches instructions from the Internal Program Memory in the address range of 
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0000H to 0FFFFH and if the memory addresses exceed the limit, then the instructions are 

fetched from the external ROM in the address range of 1000H to FFFFH. 

 

 
 

There is another way to fetch the instructions: ignore the Internal ROM and fetch all the 

instructions only from the External Program Memory (External ROM). For this scenario, the 

EA Pin must be connected to GND. In this case, the memory addresses of the external ROM 

will be from 0000H to FFFFH. 
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Data Memory (RAM) of 8051 Microcontroller 

 

The Data Memory or RAM of the 8051 Microcontroller stores temporary data and intermediate 

results that are generated and used during the normal operation of the microcontroller. Original 

Intel’s 8051 Microcontroller had 128B of internal RAM. 

 

But almost all modern variants of 8051 Microcontroller have 256B of RAM. In this 256B, the 

first 128B i.e. memory addresses from 00H to 7FH is divided in to Working Registers 

(organized as Register Banks), Bit – Addressable Area and General Purpose RAM (also known 

as Scratchpad area). 

 

In the first 128B of RAM (from 00H to 7FH), the first 32B i.e. memory from addresses 00H to 

1FH consists of 32 Working Registers that are organized as four banks with 8 Registers in each 

Bank.  

 
The 4 banks are named as Bank0, Bank1, Bank2 and Bank3. Each Bank consists of 8 registers 

named as R0 – R7. Each Register can be addressed in two ways: either by name or by address. 

To address the register by name, first the corresponding Bank must be selected. In order to 

select the bank, we have to use the RS0 and RS1 bits of the Program Status Word (PSW) 

Register (RS0 and RS1 are 3rd and 4th bits in the PSW Register). 

 

When addressing the Register using its address i.e. 12H for example, the corresponding Bank 

may or may not be selected. (12H corresponds to R2 in Bank2). The next 16B of the RAM i.e. 

from 20H to 2FH are Bit – Addressable memory locations. There are totally 128 bits that can 

be addressed individually using 00H to 7FH or the entire byte can be addressed as 20H to 2FH. 

 

For example 32H is the bit 2 of the internal RAM location 26H. 
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The final 80B of the internal RAM i.e. addresses from 30H to 7FH, is the general purpose 

RAM area which are byte addressable. These lower 128B of RAM can be addressed directly 

or indirectly. 

 

The upper 128B of the RAM i.e. memory addresses from 80H to FFH is allocated for Special 

Function Registers (SFRs). SFRs control specific functions of the 8051 Microcontroller. Some 

of the SFRs are I/O Port Registers (P0, P1, P2 and P3), PSW (Program Status Word), A 

(Accumulator), IE (Interrupt Enable), PCON (Power Control), etc. 

 

SRFs Memory addresses are only direct addressable. Even though some of the addresses 

between 80H and FFH are not assigned to any SFR, they cannot be used as additional RAM 

area. 

 

In some microcontrollers, there is an additional 128B of RAM, which share the memory 

address with SFRs i.e. 80H to FFH. But, this additional RAM block is only accessed by indirect 

addressing. 
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Addressing modes of 8051: 
 

Addressing mode is a way to address an operand. Â Operand means the data we are operating 

upon (in most cases source data). It can be a direct address of memory, it can be register names, 

it can be any numerical data etc. 

 

MOV A,#6AH 

 

Here the data 6A is the operand, often known as source data. When this instruction is executed, 

the data 6AH is moved to accumulator A. There are 5 different ways to execute this instruction 

and hence we say, we have got 5 addressing modes for 8051. They are  

1) Immediate addressing mode  

2) Direct addressing mode  

3) Register direct addressing mode  

4) Register indirect addressing mode  

5) Indexed addressing mode. 

 

1. Immediate Addressing Mode:  In this type, the operand is specified in the instruction along 

with the opcode. In simple way, it means data is provided in instruction itself. 

 

Ex: MOV A,#05H -> Where MOV stands for move, # represents immediate data. 05h is the 

data. It means the immediate date 05h provided in instruction is moved into A register. 

 

2. Register addressing mode: Here the operand in contained in the specific register of 

microcontroller. The user must provide the name of register from where the operand/data need 

to be fetched. The permitted registers are A, R7-R0 of each register bank.  

 

Ex: MOV A,R0-> content of R0 register is copied into Accumulator. 

 

3. Direct addressing mode: 

In this mode the direct address of memory location is provided in instruction to fetch the 

operand. Only internal RAM and SFR's address can be used in this type of instruction. 

 

Ex: MOV A, 30H => Content of RAM address 30H is copied into Accumulator. 

 

4. Register Indirect addressing mode: 

Here the address of memory location is indirectly provided by a register. The '@' sign indicates 

that the register holds the address of memory location i.e. fetch the content of memory location 

whose address is provided in register. 

 

Ex: MOV A,@R0 => Copy the content of memory location whose address is given in R0 

register. 

 

5. Indexed Addressing mode: 

This addressing mode is basically used for accessing data from look up table. Here the address 

of memory is indexed i.e. added to form the actual address of memory. 
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Ex: MOVC A,@A+DPTR => here 'C' means Code. Here the content of A register is added 

with content of DPTR and the resultant is the address of memory location from where the data 

is copied to A register. 

 

Timers and Counters 
 

A timer is a specialized type of clock which is used to measure time intervals. A timer that 

counts from zero upwards for measuring time elapsed is often called a stopwatch. It is a device 

that counts down from a specified time interval and used to generate a time delay, for example, 

an hourglass is a timer. 

 

A counter is a device that stores (and sometimes displays) the number of times a particular 

event or process occurred, with respect to a clock signal. It is used to count the events 

happening outside the microcontroller. In electronics, counters can be implemented quite easily 

using register-type circuits such as a flip-flop. 

 

Many of the microcontroller applications require counting of external events such as frequency 

of the pulse trains and generation of precise internal time delays between computer actions. 

Both these tasks can be implemented by software techniques, but software loops for counting, 

and timing will not give the exact result rather more important functions are not done. To avoid 

these problems, timers and counters in the micro-controllers are better options for simple and 

low-cost applications. These timers and counters are used as interrupts in 8051 microcontroller. 

 

There are two 16-bit timers and counters in 8051 microcontroller: timer 0 and timer 1. Both 

timers consist of 16-bit register in which the lower byte is stored in TL and the higher byte is 

stored in TH. Timer can be used as a counter as well as for timing operation that depends on 

the source of clock pulses to counters. 
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Counters and Timers in 8051 microcontroller contain two special function registers: TMOD 

(Timer Mode Register) and TCON (Timer Control Register), which are used for activating 

and configuring timers and counters. 

 

Timer Mode Control (TMOD): TMOD is an 8-bit register used for selecting timer or counter 

and mode of timers. Lower 4-bits are used for control operation of timer 0 or counter0, and 

remaining 4-bits are used for control operation of timer1 or counter1.This register is present 

in SFR register, the address for SFR register is 89th. 

 

 
 

Gate: If the gate bit is set to ‘0’, then we can start and stop the “software” timer in the same 

way. If the gate is set to ‘1’, then we can perform hardware timer. 

 
If the C/T bit is ‘1’, then it is acting as a counter mode, and similarly  

when set C/T bit is ‘0’; it is acting as a timer mode. 

 

Mode select bits: The M1 and M0 are mode select bits, which are used to select the timer 

operations. There are four modes to operate the timers. 
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Mode 0: This is a 13-bit mode that means the timer operation completes with “8192” pulses. 

Mode 1: This is a 16-bit mode, which means the timer operation completes with maximum 

clock pulses that “65535”. 

Mode 2: This mode is an 8-bit auto reload mode, which means the timer operation completes 

with only “256” clock pulses. 

Mode 3: This mode is a split-timer mode, which means the loading values in T0 and 

automatically starts the T1. 

 

M1 M0 Mode Operation 

0 0 0 (13-bit timer mode) 13-bit timer/counter, 8-bit of THx & 5-bit of TLx 

0 1 1 (16-bit timer mode) 16-bit timer/counter, THx cascaded with TLx 

1 0 2 (8-bit auto reload mode) 
8-bit timer/counter (auto reload mode), TLx reload 

with value held by THx each time TLx overflow 

1 1 3 (split timer mode) 
Split 16-bit timerx into two 8-bit timer i.e. THx and 

TLx like two 8-bit timer 

  

 

TCON Register 

 

TCON is 8-bit control register and contains timer and interrupt flags. 

Bit 7 - TF1: Timer1 Overflow Flag 

        1 = Timer1 overflow occurred (i.e. Timer1 goes to its max and roll over back to zero). 

        0 = Timer1 overflow not occurred. 

It is cleared through software. In Timer1 overflow interrupt service routine, this bit will get 

cleared automatically while exiting from ISR. 

Bit 6 - TR1: Timer1 Run Control Bit 

         1 = Timer1 start. 

         0 = Timer1 stop. 

It is set and cleared by software. 

Bit 5 – TF0: Timer0 Overflow Flag 

          1 = Timer0 overflow occurred (i.e. Timer0 goes to its max and roll over back to zero). 

          0 = Timer0 overflow not occurred. 
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It is cleared through software. In Timer0 overflow interrupt service routine, this bit will get 

cleared automatically while exiting from ISR. 

Bit 4 – TR0: Timer0 Run Control Bit 

           1 = Timer0 start. 

           0 = Timer0 stop. 

It is set and cleared by software. 

Bit 3 - IE1: External Interrupt1 Edge Flag 

            1 = External interrupt1 occurred. 

            0 = External interrupt1 Processed. 

It is set and cleared by hardware. 

Bit 2 - IT1: External Interrupt1 Trigger Type Select Bit 

            1 = Interrupt occur on falling edge at INT1 pin. 

            0 = Interrupt occur on low level at INT1 pin. 

Bit 1 – IE0: External Interrupt0 Edge Flag 

            1 = External interrupt0 occurred. 

            0 = External interrupt0 Processed. 

It is set and cleared by hardware. 

Bit 0 – IT0: External Interrupt0 Trigger Type Select Bit 

            1 = Interrupt occur on falling edge at INT0 pin. 

            0 = Interrupt occur on low level at INT0 pin. 

Timer Modes 

Timers have their operation modes which are selected in TMOD register using M0 & M1 

bit combinations. 

Mode 0 (13-bit timer mode) 

Mode 0 is 13-bit timer mode for which 8-bit of THx and 5-bit of TLx (as Prescaler) are used. 

It is mostly used for interfacing possible with old MCS-48 family microcontrollers. Both the 

timers/counters of 8051 can act in mode 0. 
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As shown in above ,In this mode the THx acts as an 8 bit timer & TLx acts as a 5 bit timer. 

The TLx counts up to 31 & then resets to 00 & increment THx by 1. Suppose you load 0 in 

the timer then the timer will overflow in 213 i.e. 8192 machine cycles. 

The upper 8 bits i.e TH0/TH1 are used to store an 8-bit count while the least significant 5 

bits of TL0/TL1 are used as prescalar to divide the input clock by 32. 

Mode1 (16-bit timer mode) 

Mode 1 is 16-bit timer mode used to generate a delay, it uses 8-bit of THx and 8-bit of 

TLx to form a total 16-bit register.Boththe timers /counters work as 16bit timers/counter. 

It functions in the same way as 13-bit mode except that all 16 bits are used. TLx is 

incremented starting from 0 to a maximum 255. Once the value 255 is reached, TLx resets 

to 0 and then THx is incremented by 1. As being a full 16-bit timer, the timer may contain 

up to 65536 distinct values and it will overflow back to 0 after 65,536 machine cycles. 
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Mode2 (8-bit auto-reload timer mode) 
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Mode 2 is 8-bit auto-reload timer mode. In this mode we have to load the THx-8 bit value 

only. when the Timer gets started, THx value gets automatically loded into the TLx and TLx 

start counting from that value. After the value of TLx overflows from the 0xFF to 0x0, the 

TFx flag gets set and again value from the THx gets automatically loaded into the TLx 

register. That’s why this is called as auto reload mode. 

Mode3 (split timer mode) 

 

Timer mode “3” is known as split-timer mode. Timers 0 and 1 may be programmed to be in 

mode 0, 1, or 2 independently of a similar mode for the other timer. But in mode 3 the timers 

do not operate independently, if mode 3 is chosen for timer 0. When Timer 0 is placed in mode 

3, it essentially becomes two separate 8-bit timers. Timer 0 is TL0 and Timer 1 is TH0. Both 

timers count from 0 to 255 and overflow back to 0. All the bits that are related to Timer 1 will 

now be tied to TH0. Now placing timer 1 in mode 3 causes it to stop counting, the control bit 

TR1 and the Timer 1 flag TF1 are now used by timer 0. So even if you use Timer 1 in Mode 0, 

1 or 2 you won’t be able to START or STOP the timer & no INTERRUPT will be generated 

by Timer 1. The real Timer 1 will be incremented every machine cycle no matter what. 

However original timer/counter1 can be used for generating serial communication baud rates 

by programming it in mode 2 as this application does not require any overflow flag or interrupt 

generation. 

 

Serial Communication: 
 

When electronic devices communicate with each other, They can transfer data in two different 

ways.One is serial and other one is parallel, When digital data is transferred serially, it is 

transmitted bit by bit, whereas in parallel transfer, many bits are transmitted at same time. 

Though parallel transfer of data is much faster but requires many wires. while serial transfer is 

slower as compared to parallel transfer but requires few wires. Serial communication maybe 

synchronous or asynchronous. In synchronous communication, transmitter also transmits a 
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clock along with data. This clock is used for synchronization between transmitter and receiver 

device In asynchronous transfer of data, There is no clock. 

 

Serial communication maybe simplex, half-duplex or full duplex. simplex communication 

means that data will be transmitted only in one direction while half duplex means data will be 

transmitted in both directions but at one time, only one device can transmit, whereas full duplex 

means data may be transmitted in both directions at one time, while one device is transmitting, 

it can also receive data transmitted from other device at same time. As I have mentioned before, 

transmitter and receiver are configured to communicate at some data transfer rate before 

communication starts. This data transfer rate or number of bits transmitted per second is called 

baud rate for handling serial communication. 

 
Parallel communication is fast but it is not applicable for long distances (for printers). Moreover 

it is also expensive. Serial is not much fast as parallel communication but it can deal with 

transmission of data over longer distances (for telephone line, ADC, DAC). It is also cheaper 

and requires less physical wires, that’s why we use serial communication. This article also 

deals with how to serially communicate in 8051 microcontroller. 

 
There are two methods of Serial Communication: 

 

SYNCHRONOUS: Transfer the block of data (characters) between sender and receiver spaced 

by fixed time interval.  This transmission is synchronized by an external clock. 

 

ASYNCHRONOUS:  There is no clock involved here and transmission is synchronized by 

special signals along the transmission medium. It transfers a single byte at a time between 

sender and receiver along with inserting a start bit before each data character and a stop bit at 

its termination so that to inform the receiver where the data begins and ends. An example is the 

interface between a keyboard and a computer. Keyboard is the transmitter and the computer is 

the receiver. We use USART and UART for serial communications. USART or UART is a 

microcontroller peripheral which converts incoming and outgoing bytes of data into a serial bit 

stream. Both have same work but with different methods which is explained below. 
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USART: 

 

USART stands for Universal Synchronous/Asynchronous Receiver-Transmitter. USART uses 

external clock so it needs separate line to carry the clock signal. Sending peripheral generates 

a clock and the receiving peripheral recover from the data stream without knowing the baud 

rate ahead of time. By use of external clock, USART’s data rate can be much higher (up to 

rates of 4 Mbps) than that of a standard UART. 

 

UART: 

 

It stands for Universal Asynchronous Receiver-Transmitter. A UART generates its internal 

data clock to the microcontroller. It synchronizes that clock with the data stream by using the 

start bit transition. The receiver needs the baud rate to know ahead of time to properly receive 

the data stream. 

 

8051 SERIAL COMMUNICATION programming registers 
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8051 microcontroller has a built-in serial port called UART. We can easily read and 

write values to the serial port.  For using serial port we simply need to configure the 

serial port: 

• Operation mode (how many data bits we want) 

• Baud rate 

 

Serial Communication is more popular for Communication over longer distances as it requires 

less number of conductors and is thus cheaper. However the serial communication becomes 

slow as the bits are transmitted one by one along with start, stop and parity bits. In this section, 

the serial communication unit of the 8051 architecture has been discussed with significant 

details. mcs 51 architecture supports simultaneous transmission and reception of binary data 

byte by byte i.e. full duplex mode of communication. It supports serial transmission and 

reception of data using standard serial communication interface and baud rates. Here the baud 

rate can be interpreted as the number of bits transmitted or received per second. The serial 

communication unit of the architecture contains a Transmit control unit and a Receive control 

unit.  

 

The Transmit control unit controls all the operations related to data transmission. The Receive 

contro1 unit controls all the operations related to data reception. Both these units are 

autonomous as far as their functions are concerned. Once a byte for transmission is written to 

the serial buffer (SBUF) register, the transmission unit does not require any assistance from 

the processor. The task of converting the byte into serial form, transmitting it bit by bit along 

with the pre-programmed start, stop & panty bits at the preconfigured baud rates is 

independently carried out by the transmission unit. The receiver unit receives the data bit by 

bit, separates start, stop and parity bits at the pre decided baud rate, converts the bits into 3 

parallel byte: makes it ready for reading by the microcontroller. All these activities of the 

Receiver unit are carried without any assistance or interference of the architecture. However 

both units are controlled and programmed using a common serial port control register (SCON). 

 

Also both the units share a common serial buffer register (SBUF) through which serial data 

transmission and reception occur. During the serial reception, the receive buffer 1 receives bits 

and converts to a byte, it then transfers the received parallel byte in receive buffer 2. The receive 

buffer 1 then becomes free to receive the next serial byte. When the received serial byte is to 

be read by the processing unit it reads the SBUF register. The data from the receive buffer 2is 

then transferred to SBUF register and it is read by processing unit. 

 

SCON REGISTER: SCON is a bit addressable register is used to set the mode in which the 

serial communication takes in the controller. The above figure shows the configuration of the 

SCON register. The functions of each bit are listed below. 

 
Serial-communication-modes-8051-microcontroller 

SM0, SM1:  Serial Mode control Bits 
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SM2: Multiprocessor mode control bit, logic 1 enables Multi processor mode and 0 for normal 

mode. 

 

REN: Enables Serial reception. If set it enables the reception, otherwise the reception is 

disabled. 

 

TB8: It is the 9th bit of the data that is to be transmitted. 

 

RB8: It is used in modes 2 and 3, it is the 9th bit received by the microcontroller. 

 

TI: It is known as Transmit Interrupt flag which is set by the hardware to indicate the end of a 

transmission. It has to be cleared by the software. 

 

RI: It is  known as Receive Interrupt flag which is set by the hardware to indicate the end of a 

reception. It has to be cleared by the software. 

 

BAUD RATE: 

It is defined as number of bits transmitted or received per second and usually expressed in Bits 

per second bps. For mode 0 and mode 2 the baud rate is determined by means of 1/12, 1/32 or 

1/64 of the crystal frequency whereas for mode 1 and 3 it is determined by means of timer 1. 

 

 
The data rate is generated by timer-1 using the following formula 

 
If timer-1 is not run in mode-2, then the baud rate is, 

 


